In an experiment on markets for services, we find that consumers are likely to stick to defaults and achieve suboptimal outcomes. We unpack two key psychological reasons why they do this -complexity (in terms of non-linearity, number and bundling of tariffs) and consumer inattention -. The complexity induced by product bundling, non-linearity and number of tariffs has an important role, but this is overstated if the explanatory power of inattention is neglected. We show that a 'smart nudge' policy of automatically switching default tariffs can be used to exploit inattention-based consumer inertia to achieve better consumer outcomes.
Introduction
This paper presents a set of three experiments trying to identify whether, in markets for services, consumers are likely to stick to defaults and achieve suboptimal outcomes, why they do this and what can be done about it. In order for consumers to reap benefits from competition, they have to be actively engaged in spotting the best deal that is available to them. This is true both in the tautological sense that they are worse off if they go for a suboptimal choice and in the less obvious sense that firms may be under less competitive pressure if they do so (Giulietti et al., 2005) . It is a stylized fact however that, in a number of services markets where choice is possible, consumers do not switch service providers even though the tariffs they are holding are suboptimal (Jamasb and Pollitt, 2005; OFT, 2008; DG Sanco, 2010; Lunn, 2011) ; furthermore, when choices are made, there is a question mark about whether they are necessarily optimal (Joskow, 2008; Wilson and Waddams Price, 2010) . Relevant services markets include both ones that have always been in the hands of the private sector, such as bank account, mobile telephony and internet services, and ones that have been opened up to competition in many countries, such as consumer electricity and gas services, fixed telephony and multichannel TV services. 1 Market models that have introduced these and other deterrents to change supplier by postulating switching costs have shown the distortions that this produces for competition, for example in terms of market entry and prices (e.g., Klemperer, 1995; NERA, 2003) .
Undoubtedly, financial switching costs can act as a partial deterrent to changing services supplier in some cases. Identifying the role of different kinds of switching costs can be hard with field data, though important attempts have been made with survey data (Wilson and Waddams Price, 2010) and very little switching, compared to the savings opportunities available, is observed even in markets, such as the U.K. retail electricity and gas markets, where financial switching costs are minimal. Attempts have been made to use survey data to infer non-financial reasons for not switching: the role of complexity in the tariffs employed and in the number of the tariffs employed has been highlighted (e.g., Lambrecht and Skiera, 2006; OFT, 2008; Garrod et al., 2009; DG Sanco, 2009; Lunn, 2011) and driven policy recommendations (e.g., Joskow, 2008; Xavier and Ypsilanti, 2008; Ofgem, 2009 Ofgem, , 2011  Independent Commission on Banking, 2011). For example, it has been brought as a good reason for why the drive for liberalization of consumer energy markets has halted in USA (Joskow, 2008) and for envisaging requiring tariffs to be simpler in the UK (Ofgem, 2011) .
Carlin (2009), Gabaix and Laibson (2006) , Spiegler (2006) and Ellison and Ellison (2004) provide models explaining how complexity and confusion inducing strategies may be desirable for firms.
The potential role of inattention in explaining suboptimal consumer outcomes has been mentioned, but is, in comparison, somewhat understated. 2 Yet, we suspect that, as with the inattentive agents of Sims (2003) and Reis (2006) , although perhaps not necessarily due to a rational allocation of cognitive effort, real life time constrained consumers may simply not pay attention to tasks regarding the choices of services. Putting it simply, it may not be in their minds in the way in which saving 20 cents at a supermarket buying groceries is. 3 A key contribution of this paper is to build on this intuition.
While survey data are insightful and important as they directly refer to real life choices, when it comes to understand the psychological motivations behind behavioral choices, they obviously suffer from potential limitations 4 such a difficulty to draw clear conclusions because of a range of alternative and undeclared factors, 5 forgetfulness and selectivity in recall, 6 the unconscious nature of many of the choices that people make, 7 and/or the need to self-justify past choices towards those conducting the survey or indeed to engage in selfdeception to rationalize possibly suboptimal choices that one has done in the past. 8 A specific problem lies with the fact that, if a significant part of the suboptimality of consumer behavior is because consumers do not pay attention, drawing attention of survey responders to issues they have not thought themselves of before may not be the best way to identify the extent to which inattention is a problem, as ex post rationalizations may then be unavoidable and survey responses may underestimate the role of inattention. A further problem is that it is difficult to see in most surveys whether, as suggested in the context of the number of binary lotteries and of available US 401(k) retirement plans by Iyengar and Kamenica (2010) , and more broadly by Beshears et al. (2008) , it is the case that complexity may interact with a status quo bias, in the sense that consumers may be less likely to want to take a decision if faced with a more complex decision problem. More seriously, unless natural experiments are possible or ex ante and ex post surveys have been done when structural policy breaks have taken place, it is difficult to test the effects of policy changes with field data.
Our paper addresses these issues by using an experimental methodology. Our first goal is to verify whether, in the absence of financial switching costs and using the stylized environment of the U.K. electricity and gas markets as a benchmark, we can identify a lack of switching and suboptimal outcomes when switching does take place. 9 The second goal is to get a better understanding of why suboptimal outcomes take place. We test the role of complexity, which we decompose as complexity in the relationship between prices and quantity (linear vs. non-6 King Li (2011) reviews evidence on selectivity in memory recall and presents an experiment this taking place significantly within just six weeks, if in a different setup. 7 That there is a split between conscious, explicit knowledge and subconscious, implicit knowledge is a well known stylized fact in psychology (e.g., Shanks and St. John, 1994) . Sub-thalamic brain activity takes place when subjects stick with the default, whereas heightened pre-frontal activity takes place when such default is overridden (Fleming et al., 2010) , suggesting that, whereas rejecting the default may require a conscious effort, sticking with the default does not. Zizzo (2003) show a dissociation between learning to provide optimal verbal responses and learning to make the optimal behavioral choices. 8 Psychologists label the tendency for survey responders to provide the responses that they see as putting them in as good light as possible with the researchers the social desirability bias (e.g., Crowne and Marlowe, 1960; Stober, 2001) , which can be connected to the desire to receive respect (e.g., Ellingsen and Johannesson, 2007) and both self-image and self-deception as two dimensions of it (Paulhus, 1984) . 9 Cason et al. (2003) describes a market experiment considering the implications of financial switching costs for market structure. Our experiment does not have financial switching costs but rather lets insufficient switching emerge endogenously from consumer decisions (or failures to decide).
linear tariffs), in the presence or absence of bundling (single product vs. dual products tariffs), and in the number of tariffs. 10 We also test the role of consumer inattention by suitably developing a methodology used by Lei et al. (2001) based on the presence of an alternative task, and we consider two possible alternative tasks across different treatments.
Learning why suboptimal choices take place helps us achieve the third goal, which is to test the effectiveness of policies designed to improve consumer outcomes. We are able to evaluate policies putting limits on the number and type of tariffs such as the regulatory constraints on complex tariffs recently proposed by the UK regulator Ofgem (2011) . We also test two nudge manipulations that may help outcomes without reducing the consumer's freedom to choose. The first is a simple awareness raising manipulation by which subjects are advised of the existence of a better tariff when they have made a suboptimal choice. This can be connected to Ofgem's (2012) consideration to trial out a 'market cheapest deal' warning scheme, by which companies would be required warn consumers of the existence of a better deal in the market.
The second turns the power of defaults on its head by making it work to achieve better rather than worse consumer outcomes: a 'smart nudge' is employed which automatically identifies the best tariff and uses this as the default choice. This may be connected to the U.K. Prime
Minister David Cameron's recent suggestion of forcing energy companies to offer the cheapest of their tariffs (BBC, 2012; Waddams, 2012) , but, while these proposals are company specific, our nudge would work in terms of the best tariff in the market as opposed to by a specific company.
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Our key finding is that tariff complexity and the number of tariffs matter, but that inattention matters as well. Regulatory measures to reduce complexity are likely, therefore, to be of only 10 Kalayci and Potters (2011) have an interesting experiment where sellers choose product complexity, in terms of number of attributes of an abstract product, and find some evidence of consumer exploitability, though subject to consumers having to make decisions within 15 seconds; in an experiment again on product complexity (with products modelled as abstract lotteries) but no time constraints, Sitzia and Zizzo (2011) find some qualified (though only qualified) evidence of consumer exploitability. Unlike these experiments, we consider tariff complexity, number of tariffs and product bundling, and we employ tariffs mapped up from a real world markets. Also, in treatments with time constraints subjects do have anyway plenty of time to decide (2 minutes), as verified against a control treatment without such time constraint. 11 The relationship between our proposal and David Cameron's suggestion will be discussed further in Section 7.
6 partial value. By using smart nudges and making the power of default work for instead against consumer welfare, we can obtain optimal outcomes around 85% of the times.
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides some background on the specific markets that our experiments use as model and on the existing evidence on insufficient switching and suboptimal choices. Section 3 describes some common features of the experiment. Sections 4, 5 and 6 are on Experiment 1, 2 and 3 respectively. Section 7 provides a discussion and section 8 concludes.
The Institutional Background
The institutional setup on which we model our experiments primarily is the UK electricity and gas markets. These are mature markets which have been liberalized since 1996-1999 and which are comparatively simple in terms of the product they offer (energy). They are also comparatively transparent markets with a wide availability of online search and switching websites. 13 These websites enable both the identification of the best tariffs for any given level of consumption and easy switching of service provider at the click of a mouse. One element of complication is that tariffs can be either for electricity only, or for gas only, or they can be dual tariffs bundling together both electricity and gas; our experiment will focus on electricity only and dual tariffs. 14 As a further complication, the number of tariffs in the market is large:
as an illustration, when we collected data for our experiment, we found as many as 72 electricity and 80 dual tariffs in the London, UK, energy market using an online website. 15 70%
of consumers found the number of available tariffs confusing in a UK Ofgem regulator survey (Ofgem, 2008) .
Consumers tend to stick to their status quo in terms of energy supplier (NERA, 2003; Ofgem, 2009 Ofgem, , 2011 Behavioural Insights Team, 2011) : this acts as their default choice. For example, only 18% of all respondents to a Ofgem consumer survey switched electricity supplier in 12 A growing literature is emerging testing and discussing nudging and optimal defaults in a number of other contexts: they include among others Choi et al. (2003) , Sunstein (2003, 2008) , Carroll et al. (2009 ), O'Neill (2007 , Kooreman and Prast (2007) , Beshers et al. (2006) and Downs et al. (2009) . 13 Examples include http://www.which.co.uk/switch/, http://www.uswitch.com/, http://www.gocompare.com/ gas-and-electricity/ and http://www.confused.com/gas-electricity. 14 A positive correlation between switching electricity and gas has been found (Giuletti et al., 2005) . 15 Ofgem (2012) contains estimates, as do earlier Ofgem retail market reviews.
2009, and only 17% switched gas supplier (Ofgem, 2010) . While 2009 was a year where average prices fell slightly (by 6%), even in a year such as 2008 where average prices went up considerably (by 37%) and so one would have imagined a push to shop around for better deals, only 19% and 20% of gas and electricity customers respectively switched supplier (Ofgem, 2010) . In a recent U.K. energy market survey, DECC (2012) reports that only 5% of consumers planned to switch in the next 12 months with just 26% of consumers treating switching as a possibility. While internet penetration and so the access to search and switching engines has increased with time, Jamasb and Pollitt (2005) (Ofgem, 2010 ).
While we model key stylized features from the UK electricity and gas markets, we believe that the key issues that we identify and help address are more general. Joskow (2008) discusses the US experience with electricity market liberalization where again there is evidence of consumers failing to switch suppliers with the assumption of the consumers' ability "to shop intelligently" being called into question (pp. 34-35) and being one source of the apparent failure of US consumers to reap much benefits from liberalization. Jamasb and Pollitt (2005) report and discuss limited consumer switching in all EU countries where switching is possible, with the UK actually being the lead with its 22%, and Nunez (2011) notes the failure of ensuring effective competition due to, among other things, the lack of transparency and problems with price setting. An EU DG Sanco study found that electricity switching rates are above 10% in only seven EU countries, with just 32% of EU consumers having compared offers from different suppliers and with average savings to be obtained € 100 per year (DG Sanco, 2010) .
Going beyond the energy sector, other services sectors have similar recognized stylized features: the existence of a default option, the potential complexity of the associated tariffs and costs, the limited switching and a significant likelihood of suboptimal switching. Ofcom (2009) reports switching rates roughly equivalent or lower than for electricity and gas in relation to bank account, internet, fixed and mobile telephony services, and multichannel TV services. In a study on bank users, OFT (2008) found that 47% of surveyed consumers had not even considered switching bank account. International evidence on limited switching in telecommunications services is discussed by Xavier and Ypsilanti (2008) and Lunn (2011) . This is notwithstanding the fact that online search engines may also be available for such services. The tariffs. In February 2011, we collected all the electricity and gas tariffs available in the UK market as available to a London consumer using the "Which?" website. The tariffs ranged from simple ones with one tier (i.e., a single marginal price) to more complicated ones with two tiers and a ceiling (i.e. a marginal price and, once consumption exceeds a ceiling, a second and lower marginal prices) or a standing charge and one tier (i.e. a fixed price plus a single marginal price). The tariffs in our experiment were partly real tariffs collected in this way and partly derived by us using the same structure as the real ones (derived tariffs in what follows). The process of selection and derivation of all tariffs, as well as the full list, is described in detail in an online appendix. We employed 144 tariffs. Two thirds of the tariffs were real and one third was derived. The real tariffs were half for a single service (these are electricity tariffs) and the other half were dual tariffs (both gas and electricity). The derived tariffs were all dual ones. Subjects were only told that the tariffs related either to one good or to two goods (labeled as good A and good B). Table 1 shows a sample of tariffs used.
The tariff tasks. The tasks were 36 overall. At the beginning of each task, in most treatments, subjects were assigned a default tariff, the details of which will be discussed later. They could either stick to the default or look at other available tariffs and then decide which one they wanted. After choosing the tariff, they selected how much they wanted to consume out of 5 possible consumption levels: 1000, 2000, 3000, 4000 and 5000.
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The consumption level determined the revenue while the cost depended on the tariff chosen and amount consumed. The revenue was maximized when the optimal consumption level was 4000. 18 After subjects chose their consumption, they were told their earnings, which was determined as revenue minus cost. At the end of the experiment, one of the 36 tasks was chosen randomly and subjects were paid according to the choice made in that task. 19 Average earnings were around 20 pounds.
The default tariff. The default tariff was always a derived tariff designed in such a way that it was never the best to maximize earnings (except in two treatments, discussed later). The difference between the default tariff and the best tariff was usually at least around 6 pounds.
Nature of the tariffs employed in each task. The order of the 36 tasks was randomized. Half of them involved 4 tariffs and the other half 24. For both sets of tasks, 1/3 of the tariffs were single tariffs (all real), 1/3 real dual ones and 1/3 derived dual ones. For each of this subset of tasks, 2 tasks involved a choice among all simple tariffs (only one tier), 2 tasks a choice among all complex tariffs (two tiers plus ceiling, or standing charge plus one tier), and 4 tasks 17 Actual consumers of course do not have pre-defined possible levels of consumption. By having only 5 levels, we wished to keep things as simple as possible in this part of the experiment, however, bearing in mind that actual consumers do have past consumption as a guide to future consumption, and so the level of consumption is not that much of an issue. 18 The average yearly household electricity consumption in the UK is around 4000 kwh. The gas consumption is approximately 4 times this amount; in the experiment, we scaled this down by a factor of 4 for simplicity. 19 In all treatments, subjects could use a calculator on the computer screen to help them with their choices of tariffs and consumption levels. The calculator had 4 boxes for inputting consumption levels and the values of tier 1, tier 2, ceiling and standing charge of the tariff they wanted to check the cost of.
a choice among a mix of tariffs, with half of the tariffs being simple and the other half complex.
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Number of subjects. We aimed for at least 30 subjects per treatment in each of the three experiments. There were 460 subjects overall. 
Experiment 1 -Product Complexity
Experiment 1 tests for the effect of complexity -in terms of tariff complexity, number of tariffs and bundled nature of products -on consumer outcomes. It also acts as a control for key features present in the other experiments: specifically, the effect of having a search engine, of having two minutes to make a decision and of having a default tariff as we have implemented it. It has 5 treatments (DE, mDE, D, DF and F) . Figure 1 shows the relationships between these treatments and those in the other experiments.
The Treatments
Treatment DE (Default tariff and search Engine). This treatment had a default tariff and a search engine. In each task subjects were shown the default tariff in a first screen; from this screen subjects could either stick to the default tariff or go to a second screen where they could see all the tariffs involved with the default tariff highlighted (see Figure 3) . For each task, if subjects did not make a choice within two minutes, they were assigned the default tariff. 22 When deciding the tariff to select, subjects could use a search engine, which was a stylized version of internet search engines: subjects provided the default tariff details and a consumption level; the search engine then gave the entire list of tariffs with the difference in earnings relative to the default tariff.
Treatment mDE (mild Default tariff and search Engine).
This treatment also had the search engine, but the default tariff was implemented more mildly. Specifically, there was no first 20 These four tasks differed depending on the combination of default tariff (simple or complex) and best tariff (again, simple or complex). 21 There were 30 subjects in the mDE, DE, DEAI and the Experiment 3 treatments (described below), and 50 subjects in the others. 22 Based on other treatments without this time cutoff, we knew that subjects take around 1 minute to make a choice. We then fixed the 2 minutes cutoff so that we are comfortable that any difference in behavior cannot be attributed to subjects simply not having the time to take a decision.
screen with just the default tariff; rather, in each task we simply showed subjects the screen with all tariffs, with the default one highlighted.
Treatment D (Default tariff)
. This is the same as treatment DE but does not implement a search engine. It therefore allows us to control for the effect of having a search engine.
Treatment DF (Default tariff and Forced choice).
This treatment is the same as treatment D but removes another feature of the market services: namely, the idea that, if you do not make a decision, you are simply stuck with the default. In the previous treatments subjects that did not make a choice within 2 minutes would stick automatically to the default. Treatment DF does not allow for this: subjects do not go ahead until they choose a tariff.
Treatment F (Forced choice)
. This treatment makes a final step relative to the DF treatment:
unlike the DF treatment, there is no default tariff.
Results

Overview
Subjects can end up in two ways with a less good a deal than if they had chosen the best tariff: either by sticking with the default tariff (in treatments other than F) or by switching to another suboptimal tariff. Define the default rate as the percentage of times subjects stick to the default tariff, and the suboptimal switching rate as the percentage of times subjects switch to a suboptimal tariff. In Experiment 1 (and 2, discussed later), the suboptimal outcome rate is then defined as the sum of the default rate and suboptimal switching rate. Result 2. When subjects are forced to take action, inertia reduces substantially and this implies more optimal outcomes. Removing a tariff marked as default does not further change the proportion of optimal outcomes.
Support. The default rate in the DF treatment is significantly lower than in the D treatment (p < 0.001). With an unchanged suboptimal switching rate (p = 0.57), this leads to a lower suboptimal outcome rate (p = 0.0002). Conversely, Table 2 shows that this rate is basically identical between the DF and the F treatment (p = 0.68), though subjects who would have stuck with the default rate are replaced by subjects who simply make a wrong choice. Table 2 also reports averages of our 3 key variables for different dimensions of complexity.
The Role of Complexity
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Result 3. Product bundling has a statistically significant effect of about 8% on the suboptimal outcome rate, marginally affecting both default rate and suboptimal switching rate.
Support. In Wilcoxon tests, the suboptimal outcome rate is significantly higher for dual markets than for single product ones. 26 The effects on default and suboptimal switching rates are small enough not to be always significant by treatment, though they are so in the pooled data.
27 24 In the F treatment there is not, by definition, a default tariff as such. We can however check for the likelihood that the tariff that is the default tariff in the other treatments is chosen, so as to control for the idiosyncratic preference for such tariff, i.e. for the extent that, in the other treatments, the default tariff is chosen not because it is the default. This likelihood is listed in Table 2 as the 'default rate' for the F treatment; it turns out that it is only 3% on average. In Table 2 we classify any other suboptimal choice under the heading of 'suboptimal switching rate'; this is purely for comparability with the other treatments, as obviously there is no default tariff to switch from as such, and is higher than the suboptimal switching rate in the DF treatment (p = 0.016).
Result 4. Having a mix of tariffs of different complexity is sufficient to increase suboptimal outcomes by about 14%, going up to 22% when all tariffs are complex. The result is driven by suboptimal switches rather than by default choices.
Support. Table 2 shows the average performance of subjects according to tariff complexity.
Differences in suboptimal outcome rates are significant between the simple and mixed tariffs tasks on the one side, and the complex tariffs on the other side, in the pooled data and for most treatments individually. 28 While not unequivocal, the result is also supported by the regression analysis in an online appendix. It is largely driven by more switches being suboptimal 29 rather than by changes in default rates, though the latter are significant when comparing simple and complex tariffs in the pooled data (Wilcoxon p = 0.01), though not when comparing simple and mixed tariffs (Wilcoxon p = 0.25).
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Result 5. Having a higher number of tariffs increases suboptimal switching and consequently suboptimal outcomes by around 23%. This is not purely a random choice effect. Table 2 , the default rate is virtually unchanged (23%) between 4 tariffs and 24 tariffs tasks, whereas the suboptimal switching rate jumps up and consequently the suboptimal outcome rate goes up by around 23% (Wilcoxon p < 0.001 for all treatments and the pooled data). This pattern cannot be explained by observing that, if subjects choose at random, they should go for the best tariffs 1/6 less under the 24 tariffs than they do under 4 tariffs (a random choice effect). If this were the case, we would observe the default rate too should go down when there are 24 tariffs, which we do not observe. More broadly, we do not observe a random choice of tariffs. 
Support. From a glance at
Other Results
28 In relation to mixed vs. simple tariffs, Wilcoxon p = < 0.001, 0.02, < 0.001, < 0.001, < 0.001 and < 0.001 for treatment DE, mDE, D, DF, F and pooled data respectively. In relation to complex vs. simple tariffs, Wilcoxon p = 0.001, 0.07, < 0.001, < 0.001, < 0. Complexity of default tariff and best tariff. By looking at mixed tariffs tasks, we can isolate whether having a complex default tariff or best tariff as complex makes a difference. The only consistent effect we find is one of complexity of the best tariff on the suboptimal switching rates (and, consequently, the suboptimal outcome rate): if the best tariff is complex, it is harder to spot it and as a result the suboptimal switching rate more than doubles from 19% to 45% on average (Wilcoxon p < 0.001). As a large increase applies also to treatments with a search engine, this suggests that the search engine is insufficiently used.
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Learning and use of search engine. Table 2 , panel (d), compares performance in the first half and the 2 nd half of the experiment 34 Unsurprisingly given the picture on earnings, the default rate tends to fall in all treatments, but remains close to 36% in treatment D in the lack of a search engine, whereas for the DE treatment it goes below 10%. The fall in suboptimal switching rate is less pronounced, with a minimum of about 1 switch out of 4 remaining suboptimal in all treatments. On average 25% and 32% of subjects used the search engine in treatment DE and mDE, respectively, with little variation between first half and second half of each experiment (see an online appendix for more details).
Experiment 2 -Inattention to the Task
Experiment 2 considers the impact of inattention to the task on consumer behavior. This is very difficult in an experimental setting because there is a natural bias that subjects have in coming to the lab to do something; this is different from households not paying attention to 32 Only 3% of switches were 'super suboptimal' in 4 tariffs mixes, and only 4% in 24 tariffs mixes. 33 In the DE (mDE) treatment, the suboptimal switching rates are 0.16 (0.27) and 0.46 (0.42) with simple and complex best tariffs, respectively (Wilcoxon p < 0.001 and p =0.03 respectively). 34 The regression analysis in the online appendix controls for experimental period. The online appendix also provides figures on how performance evolved on a period by period basis for all three experiments.
specific tasks, such as choices of services, because it is not part of their weekly or monthly or yearly routines. All treatments are identical to the treatment DE from Experiment 1 except for the following. Our first treatment (DEAI) adds an alternative task for subjects to engage in:
specifically, a second computer screen where subjects can browse the internet, check email or Facebook, and the like. Our second treatment (DEA) also has an alternative (unincentivized)
task, but now an unpleasant one employed in the real effort experiment literature (e.g., Abeler et al., 2011) to measure psychologically costly real effort, counting 1s in a matrix of 0s and 1s. Our third treatment (DEAD) primes subjects to pay attention to this alternative task, by having this alternative screen on the first screen of each task. Figure 1 shows the relationships between Experiment 2 and the others.
The Treatments
DEAI (Default with search Engine and Alternative Internet task) treatment.
In this control treatment, subjects had the choice either to freely surf the web or to pay attention to the tariff tasks on another screen. In one computer screen they could browse the web; in the other one they could perform the tariff tasks. If they did not make any active choice of tariff in any period within two minutes, as in the DE (or mDE) treatments the default tariff was selected for them; they were then still required to select their consumption level.
DEA (Default with search Engine and Alternative task) treatment.
In this other control treatment, subjects again had two screens in front of them. In one they could perform the tariff tasks. In the other, they could perform a counting task consisting in counting the 1s in 0-1 matrices (see Figure 4 ). This is a task deemed unpleasant enough in the real effort literature (as in Abeler et al., 2011) as to be considered a good measure of real effort. In our experiment, and as made clear in the instructions, it was also entirely unincentivized, which means that subjects should have ignored the task and focused entirely on the tariff tasks, on which their earnings depended exclusively. By comparing performance in the DEAI and the DEA treatment, we can verify whether the nature of the alternative task -and the degree it may be pleasant -matters for our results.
DEAD (Default with search Engine and Alternative Default task) treatment.
This is the key treatment of experiment 2. We employed the same counting task as in DEA, but this was now placed on the first screen of each task (see Figure 5) . On the same screen subjects also saw the default tariff and so, if they wished, they could choose this tariff in this screen and move straight to the consumption page. Alternatively they could opt to see all the tariffs involved in the task and select the tariff of their choice as usual.
Using the language of Zizzo (2010), our experimental manipulation deliberately employs a purely cognitive experimenter demand effect as an experimental tool to make subjects pay attention as a default to the counting task. 35 We would argue that, even with this purely cognitive experimenter demand, the tariffs task is likely to be more salient in the experiment than going to a switching website and changing energy tariffs can ever be for real world households. As a result, our inattention manipulation is likely to simply provide lower bounds on the kind of effects that inattention may produce in the real world. The comparison between performance in the DEA and the DEAD treatments will be especially useful in isolating this effect as the alternative task is the same in the two treatments. As a result, a preference for the alternative task would not be able to explain any differential performance between the two treatments.
In further treatments in Experiment 3, we address the potential criticism that subjects may not be inattentive as a result of a purely cognitive experimenter demand effect, but rather may simply be wanting to do what they see that the experimenter wants them to do. This would be a form of social experimenter demand effect (Zizzo, 2010) , that would be incompatible with our inattention interpretation -. To anticipate our conclusion from section 6.2, Experiment 3 will allow us to reject this interpretation.
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35 Again in the language of that paper, this is akin to a legitimate magnifying glass use of experimenter demand effects: namely, one that employs demand effects as an artificial tool to replicate in the laboratory real world conditions that would otherwise not be paralleled. A purely cognitive experimenter demand effect relates to the cognitive process by which subjects make sense of an unfamiliar laboratory decision environment, and in this case can be seen to underpin treating the counting task as a default. It does not involve a desire to do what is perceived as what an experimenter wishes them to do, which we discuss next. 36 Additional evidence against this interpretation is also available. During Experiment 2 (and in Experiment 3) we found it useful to add a social desirability questionnaire at the end of the experiment, which can be interpreted as a measure of sensitivity to social pressure (Stöber, 2001 ) and has been found as capable of Table 3 and Figure 6 present default rates, suboptimal switching rates and suboptimal choices for the 3 treatments of Experiment 2.
Results
The Role of Inattention
Result 6. The default rate and suboptimal switching rates, and consequently the suboptimal outcome rate, is not different between the DEAI and the DEA treatments. There is no support for the nature of the alternative task being different.
Support. Table 3 shows that in both cases suboptimal outcome rates are about 50% (MannWhitney p = 0.99), roughly equally split between default choice rate and suboptimal switching rate (respectively Mann-Whitney p = 0.48 and 0.49). Result 8. In the DEAD treatment subjects pay less attention to the tariffs task than in the DEA treatment, and there is a strong correlation between engagement with the alternative task and higher default rate.
predicting behavior (Zizzo and Fleming, 2011) . Regression analysis on the default rate described in the online appendix shows that all of the key effects described below survive controlling for social desirability.
Support. In the DEA and DEAD treatments we have a measure of engagement with the alternative task, specifically the percentage of times each subject has played the counting task. Subjects do 164 counting tasks on average in the DEAD treatment, vs. 51 in the DEA treatment (Mann-Whitney p < 0.001). 37 In the DEAD treatment the two variables are strongly correlated, unlike in the DEA treatment (Spearman ρ = 0.56, p < 0.001, in DEAD, vs. 0.17, p = 0.24 in DEA).
The Role of Complexity
Result 9. Product bundling no longer matters when inattention to the task is a problem. Result 10. There is again a tariff complexity effect driven mainly by suboptimal switches, but this appears smaller when inattention is a problem. Table 3 shows that, under DEAD, the Result 4 effect sizes are roughly halved, with an increase in suboptimal outcomes of 7% with mixed tariffs and 10% with all complex tariffs, relative to having all simple tariffs (Wilcoxon p = 0.09 and 0.09, respectively). The effects in DEA and DEAI are of intermediate size.
Support.
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Result 11. There is again a tariffs number effect driven by suboptimal switching, and consequently the suboptimal outcome rates by around 18%. Table 3 , Result 5 on the tariffs number effect is replicated quite robustly.
Support. As per
Default rates are virtually unchanged with 24 tariffs, but suboptimal switching rates and 37 The proportion of subjects that played the counting task at least once is also greater in the DEAD treatment (Mann-Whitney, p < 0.001 
Other Results
The results on earnings and on the complexity of default and best tariffs from Experiment 1 are replicated in Experiment 2. 40 Table 3 , panel (d), compares performance in the first half and the 2 nd half of the experiment. As in Experiment 1, the fall in default rate is more pronounced than the fall in suboptimal switching rate, which remains virtually unchanged in the DEAD treatment. However, even in the 2 nd half of the experiment some 35% of the subjects stick to the default in the DEAD treatment, with the inattention problem basically offsetting the beneficial effect of the search engine in moving from the treatment without (D)
to the treatment with search engine (DE; see section 4.2.3). Subjects used the search engine in 16%, 28% and 24% of the times in the DEAD, DEAI and DEA treatment respectively.
Worryingly, even in the 2 nd half of the experiment only 18% of the subjects used the search engine in the DEAD treatment. If many subjects do not pay attention to the tariffs task in the first place, the scope for the search engine is obviously more limited. 
Experiment 3 -The Nudges
Experiment 3 has two objectives, using the DEA and the DEAD treatments from Experiment 2 as the benchmark. First, it aims to test the effect of two nudges versions of which could be implemented by policy makers to obtain more consumer optimal outcomes. Second, as commented in section 5.1, it aims to test the interpretation of the DEAD treatment results in terms of subjects simply wanting to do what they see that the experimenter wants them to do, a form of social experimenter demand effect. 39 An exercise to check the non-randomness of choices, as we did for Result 5, would yield the same outcome. 40 Earnings were 55790, 66551 and 78838 points on average for subjects who stuck with the default tariff, switched suboptimally or switched optimally. Considering the mixed tariff tasks, the proportion of suboptimal switches was again roughly twice as large if the best tariff was complex: e.g. 0.238 vs. 0.120 in DEAD (Wilcoxon p < 0.001). 41 The proportion of times subjects engage in the counting task did decrease as the experiment progressed, from 43% to 21in the DEAD. For DEA and DEAI, we do not have that information because subjects played on separate screens so the counting tasks and tariff periods cannot be linked.
A warning nudge is one where, at the end of each of the 36 tasks, subjects who achieved a suboptimal outcome were given a message that they could have earned more money had they chosen a different tariff. This nudge could potentially be useful for policy, since policy makers could place as a requirement for companies to specify in energy bills that better tariffs could be available, and indeed Ofgem (2012) is considering trialing this out in the U.K.
energy market. The nudge also helps us test for the social experimenter demand effect interpretation: if subjects felt that they were supposed not to focus on the tariffs task because
this was not what we wanted of them, by telling them that they could have earned more money by choosing another tariff, and indeed telling them repeatedly and insistently that this was the case if they kept ignoring the tariffs task, we made clear that this was not what we wanted at all. In this case in the DEAD treatment we should expect the default tariff rate to be comparable to that of the DE treatment.
A default nudge is one where the best tariff is selected automatically as the best tariff.
Subjects are not told that this is the case and can still switch to a different tariff if they so wish. The inattention problem is solved by not requiring subjects to be attentive for achieving better outcomes. The intuition is that, outside the laboratory, if the policy makers were to identify a likely best tariff based on either personal or aggregate information (e.g. individual past consumption), and review this at intervals, this would enable better outcomes while enabling consumers who have a different preference to choose which tariff they actually prefer. Inside the laboratory, the welfare analysis is obviously more straightforward as the best tariff is always such for all subjects. Figure 1 shows the relationships between Experiment 3 and the others.
The Treatments
WDEAD treatment (Warning Nudge with Default, search Engine and Alternative Default task).
This treatment is identical to the DEAD treatment (and so with a prominent alternative task: Figure 5 ) with the only difference that we provide warning nudges whenever subjects make a suboptimal choice.
WDEA treatment (Warning Nudge with Default search Engine and Alternative task).
This treatment is identical to the DEA treatment (and so with an alternative task on a different screen: Figure 4 ) with the only difference that we provide warning nudges whenever subjects make a suboptimal choice.
BDEAD treatment (Best Default with search Engine and Alternative Default task).
This treatment is identical to the DEAD treatment with the only difference that the default tariff is now the best one.
BDEA treatment (Best Default with search Engine and Alternative task). This treatment is
identical to the DEA treatment with the only difference that the default tariff is now the best one. Table 4 and Figure 7 describe the consumer performance in Experiment 3. In BDEA and BDEAD, the suboptimal outcome rate now coincides with the suboptimal switching rate as sticking to the default tariff is optimal.
Results
Overview
Result 12. When inattention was a problem, providing a warning nudge did not help. There is no evidence for a social experimenter demand effect driving the worse performance by subjects in the DEAD treatment. Table 4 points to a fall in default rate (Mann-Whitney p = 0.063) and consequently suboptimal outcome rate in WDEA relative to DEA (Mann-Whitney p = 0.01). 42 WDEAD's default rate however is not statistically significantly different than DEAD's default rate (Mann-Whitney p = 0.48), and as the suboptimal switching rate is also unchanged (MannWhitney p = 0.42) this leads to six subjects out of ten still having suboptimal outcome rates in both treatments (Mann-Whitney p = 0.73). Default rate and suboptimal outcome rates are however clearly higher than in the DE treatment (Mann-Whitney p = 0.001 and 0.03, respectively), a fact confirmed by the online regression analysis. Subjects, therefore, do not focus on the prominent counting task because they think they are told not to look at the tariffs task, for even when it is highlighted to them again and again that they are making wrong choices, they do not change their behavior.
Support.
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Result 13. A default nudge is effective in achieving better consumer outcomes.
Support. Table 4 shows that, with a default nudge, just around 15% of outcomes is suboptimal, with the large majority of subjects sticking to the default. The suboptimal outcome rate in BDEAD are significantly lower than in DEAD, WDEAD or DE (MannWhitney p ≤ 0.001 in all cases), and those in BDEA are significantly lower than in DEA, WDEA or DE (Mann-Whitney p <0.001 in all cases). This is confirmed by the online regression analysis. No other treatment across all three experiments comes as close to an optimal outcome as these treatments.
The Role of Complexity
We first consider the effect of complexity in WDEAD and WDEA, and then move on to BDEAD and BDEA.
Result 14.
In the presence of a nudge warning, product bundling matters only marginally when inattention to the task is a problem.
Support. In WDEA, there is a 7% increase in suboptimal outcome rate with product bundling roughly in line with DEA and Experiment 1 (Wilcoxon p = 0.02). The WDEAD there is 5% increase, a small effect just enough to achieve a marginal significance level (Wilcoxon p = 0.06).
Result 15. In the presence of a nudge warning, there is again a tariff complexity effect driven mainly by suboptimal switches, and again this is smaller when inattention is a problem.
Support. This result simply replicates Result 10. In WDEAD, the increase in suboptimal outcomes is only 3% and 9% in tasks with mixed tariffs and in tasks with all complex tariffs 43 One could argue that, in a social experimenter demand effect interpretation of the prominent alternative task, the existence of repeated and insistent warnings should be especially effective in the 2 nd half of the experiment, when subjects not attending to the tariffs task will have received a number of them. However, as discussed below in section 6.2.3, there is no evidence of this.
respectively, in comparison to the case of all simple tariffs (Wilcoxon p = 0.42 and 0.06, respectively). The corresponding effects in WDEA are instead 6% and 16%.
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Result 16. In the presence of a nudge warning, there is again a tariffs number effect driven by suboptimal switching, and consequently an increase in the suboptimal outcome rate by 14% (in the WDEAD treatment) or 22% (WDEA treatment) as the number of tariffs goes from 4 to 24. Table 4 , Results 5 and 11 on the tariffs number effect are again replicated fairly robustly. Default rates are similar with 24 tariffs, but suboptimal switching rates and consequently suboptimal outcome rates go up substantially in both WDEA and WDEAD (Wilcoxon p < 0.001 and p = 0.003 respectively).
Support. As per
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Result 17. With a nudge default, there is no effect of product bundling or of tariff complexity, and at most only a small effect of the number of tariffs. Table 4 shows that suboptimal switching/outcome rates are virtually identical with product bundling in both BDEAD and BDEA. There is a 3-5% effect in moving from all simple to all complex tariffs. 46 There is a statistically significant effect in BDEAD in moving from 4 to 24 tariffs (Wilcoxon p = 0.004), but a small one (6%) and not replicated in BDEA (2%, Wilcoxon p = 0.53).
Support.
Other Results
The results on earnings and on the irrelevance of the complexity of default tariffs from the light of the power of the nudge default, in this case the suboptimal outcome rate goes down by just 6-8%. In WDEAD, the suboptimal outcome rate in the 2 nd half of the experiment (57%) remains stuck at around the level which we found in the DEAD treatment (or the D treatment from Experiment 1). This confirms the ineffectiveness of the warning nudge and, since subjects sticking to the default tariffs will have received a large number of such repeated and insistent warnings by then, provides further evidence for the implausibility of the claim that subjects simply felt that the experimenter wanted them to ignore the tariffs task. The use of the search engine was also virtually indistinguishable (20%) from that in the DEAD treatment.
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Since the default tariff is the best tariff in BDEAD and BDEA, it is not surprising but is nevertheless reassuring that in these two treatments subjects tend to stick to the default tariff more with time.
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7. Discussion
Institutional Setup
We began our introduction by noting that our goals were to identify (1) whether, in markets for services, consumers are likely to stick to defaults and make suboptimal choices, (2) why they do this and (3) what can be done about it. To explore these questions, we chose the U.K. electricity and gas market as the stylized setup for our experiments, as this is a mature market in which financial switching costs are already minimal and search engines enable finding best deals virtually at the click of a mouse. In this sense, it represents a good model to answer the first question in a controlled laboratory environment in which alternative explanations -such 48 Wilcoxon p = 0.27, 0.11, 0.05 and 0.04 for treatments WDEAD, WDEA, BDEAD and BDEA respectively. 49 In the WDEA, BDEAD and BDEA treatments, the corresponding numbers were 39%, 12% and 18%. Note that subjects did an average of 120, 57, 159 and 41 counting tasks in the WDEAD, WDEA, BDEAD and BDEA treatments (Mann-Whitney p = 0.04 for WDEAD vs. WDEA and 0.03 for BDEAD vs. BDEA); the proportion of subjects that played the counting task at least once is greater in WDEAD than in WDEA (p = 0.01) and greater in BDEAD than in BDEA (p < 0.001). The divide between WDEAD and BDEAD on the one side and WDEA and BDEA on the other broadly replicates Result 8. 50 Spearman ρ (period, default choice rate) = 0.32 (p = 0.06) and 0.54 (p < 0.001) for BDEAD and BDEA respectively.
as financial switching costs or whether consumers actually made the choice that is best for them -can be ruled out.
We used stylized real world tariffs, or stylized tariffs derived from real world tariffs, and we varied the number of tariffs, their linear or non-linear structure, and whether they are bundled up or not, in ways that are realistic and which present issues for tariffs for other services and countries, as is apparent for example from Joskow's (2008) analysis of the US consumer energy markets, Lunn's (2011) review for telecoms markets, European
Commission (2007) for European wide evidence on banking services, or DG Sanco's (2009) study across a range of services across European markets. Undoubtedly, further research based on other real world institutional setups would be useful.
Are Outcomes Suboptimal?
The answer to our first question, emerging already from Experiment 1, is that a significant fraction of consumers does tend to make suboptimal choices, either because of sticking to a default or because of switching to a suboptimal choice. In our paradigmatic DE treatment where there is a default and a search engine but only one activity available, even with just 4 tariffs about 1/3 of the choices are suboptimal, rising to over a half when there are 24 tariffs (Table 2) . Note though that subjects stick to the default in only around 15% of cases, which does not seem to fit with real world stylized facts regarding the percentage of consumers not switching (e.g, DECC, 2012). One key reason of difference is that real world consumers may simply not pay attention to saving money from switching energy supplier: their routine activities in their everyday life are more prominent. There is not a point in time in the day, the week, the month or even the year where, as a routine, subjects are required to pay attention to the task of choosing energy supplier, as there is anyway a default energy supplier; there is no equivalent of, say, the weekly major supermarket shopping trip that a household may do every Saturday morning in order not to run out of food. Conversely, subjects come to the laboratory with an expectation that they need to pay attention and engage in a task (see Lei et al., 2001) and it is no surprise that, given the availability of a search engine, they use it to get to much better outcomes, as we would expect with real world consumers as well. The question then becomes why, in the real world, consumers do not use search engines in an equally effective way. Our intuition is that, because consumers do not pay attention, they often do not get to the stage where they are faced with a search engine: the problem may be made simple but this is not enough if it is simply not in their minds.
Experiment 2 enabled us to capture more precisely inattention-to-the-task issues by adding either a not prominent task (DEAI, DEA) or a prominent (DEAD) alternative task for subjects to engage in while retaining the search engine. The prominence of the alternative task is used as a tool to potentially induce inattention, if much less than what can be expected in the real world. 51 We tested the alternative interpretation that the prominent alternative task may make subjects believe that experimenters want them not to engage in the tariffs task. The WDEAD treatment provides direct evidence against this interpretation: this treatment differed from DEAD in that subjects sticking to the default task would be insistently and repeatedly told that they could have made more money by choosing an alternative task, and so, if anything, they should be led to believe that they should focus on the tariffs task. However, even in the second half of the experiment -after potentially 18+ such warnings -, there is no noticeable difference in consumer performance relative to the DEAD treatment (Result 12).
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In our DEAD treatment, as many as around 45% of choices stuck to the default, and even with just 4 tariffs over half of the choices are suboptimal. This is closely connected to the degree they pay attention to the alternative task (as per Result 8), which fits with the inattention interpretation of our manipulation. Given the presence of the search engine and the unincentivized nature of the alternative task, this is a surprising finding.
Why Are Outcomes Suboptimal?
We tackled the second question by aiming to identify the causal role of complexity and inattention, as well as their combination, in explaining suboptimal outcomes. We interpret inattention as inattention to a task, as opposed to inattention to some detail of a task. Of 51 Given the experimental constraints, the instructions need to be clear about the nature of the tariffs task and this remains one of two possible tasks available to subjects. This, together with the natural bias of experimental subjects to do things, implies that what we have is just a lower bound to the type of real world inattention problem that we are trying to model in the laboratory. 52 Additional evidence against this interpretation is referred to in a footnote in section 5.2.1, where there is also a further discussion of the relationship between our design and experimenter demand effects using the conceptual distinction between purely cognitive and social experimenter demand effects presented by Zizzo (2010) .
course, complexity and inattention -even interpreted as inattention to a task -may be connected concepts: an environment which is complex is one where subjects may be more put off from bothering with cognitive effort. We could control for alternative explanations of suboptimal outcomes -e.g., financial switching costs or uncertainty of prospects in switching -by removing them from the laboratory environment.
In line with research emphasizing the potential of consumer exploitation due to complexity (e.g., DG Sanco, 2009 , or Carlin, 2009 ), we found complexity effects involving product bundling, whether the tariff is linear or non-linear, and whether there are 4 or 24 tariffs.
However, by neglecting the role of inattention, the role of complexity is overstated. The effect of product bundling virtually disappears once inattention is a problem (Results 9, 14 ).
An effect of tariff complexity remains but is smaller when inattention is a problem (Results 10, 15): e.g., moving from a mixed tariffs decision environment like that currently present in UK energy markets to one with all simple tariffs -a greater simplification than may be possible or indeed desirable once one considers the potential costs that firms may incur by having less tariffs -would only reduce the suboptimal outcome rate by around 5% (DEAD and WDEAD in Tables 3 and 4 ). The number of tariffs effect is the most robust in affecting the choices of switchers, but might again require a complexity reduction (to 4 tariffs) beyond what may be realistic; furthermore, if a nudge default remedy is introduced to deal with the inattention problem, only a small effect remains (Result 17). Inattention is a problem because it implies that many subjects stick to the default, and this explains most of the suboptimal outcomes in treatments with an inattention problem such as DEAD and WDEAD, with default rates of the order of 40-45% and suboptimal switching rates of just around 15-20% (Tables 3 and 4 ). In essence, complexity matters, but economists and policy makers should pay more attention to the role of inattention 53 for tasks that do not fit in the usual household consumption routines.
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53 Chetty et al. (2009) have noted the connection between salience and attention in terms of features of a task in an important paper on consumer responses to taxation. 54 This last qualification is important. Our conclusions apply to the use of services with a default choice and which are not part of the regular routines of consumers in terms of what they pay attention to. Buying groceries at a (physical) supermarket would not qualify. Equally, buying a car would not qualify because, while not part of a usual routine, it does require an active choice (there is not a 'default car' which is bought automatically
What Can be Done about Suboptimal Outcomes?
We can answer this question in terms of direct effects on consumer welfare. Obviously any policy measure would also need to be looked at in terms of its effects on competition. By unpacking the psychological determinants of switching costs, however, the experimental methodology does allow to provide clear-cut messages on the potential effectiveness of measures either tackling them or not. Furthermore, the direction in which consumer welfare in our experiment is clear, unlike survey studies where, as per Coombs and Shaharudin's (2011) critique, it is not necessarily obvious whether consumers may be getting a good deal after all.
A radical and traditional paternalistic way of answering a large problem of consumer choice failure, with its direct and indirect welfare losses, is to remove the choice from the consumers by having a regulated monopolist. This is arguably one reason justifying the slowing down or halting of liberalization in consumer energy markets in USA (Joskow, 2008) . This was not the approach considered in this paper.
We are able to evaluate milder, if still traditional, paternalistic policy measures restricting the number of tariffs, the linear vs. non-linear nature of tariffs, and the bundling of tariffs. The bundling of two tariffs together does not have much effect. Restricting the number of tariffs or forcing them to be linear improves consumer outcomes. However, even restrictive regulatory measures forcing tariffs to be linear and only four -with the potentially distorting effects on competition that such restrictions may have -would still only help partially, as consumers would need to pay attention to the choice of tariffs and many of them simply would not. In this sense, the scope of Ofgem's (2012) proposal to limit the number of tariffs provided by each firm to 4 per fuel, meter and payment type, will be only of partial help, as the number of tariffs in the market as a whole is likely to remain above our experimental upper number of 24 tariffs. Equally, while online search engines are useful and their use should be encouraged by policy makers in markets where they are not so common, their unless an action is taken). The more active choices are taken, the more the potential role of complexity in affecting consumer outcomes.
usefulness is limited if consumers do not pay attention to the task and stick to the default as a result.
Experiment 3 tested two nudge remedies to try to tackle the inattention problem. The first was a warning that there exists a better tariff when a suboptimal tariff is chosen, of the kind that could be required of companies to put on the bills. However, we found no evidence of an improvement in consumer outcomes as a result of this nudge when inattention is a problem.
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Undoubtedly the nature of the warning may matter, and future research needs to look at the effect of differently framed warnings, e.g. providing precise information on the amount of money that could have been earned if the best tariff was chosen..
The second is a 'smart nudge' which automatically identifies the best tariff and uses this as the default choice: rather than requiring consumers to be attentive, it provides them with an optimal default if they are inattentive, while leaving consumers with the freedom to choose an alternative tariff were they to so wish. This was sufficient to achieve optimal consumer outcomes 86% of the times. 56 The idea of a nudge default for consumer tariffs is in line with research on optimal defaults as developed in the context of retirement plans, such as Choi et al. (2003) and O'Neill (2007) , and in our view can strike an appropriate compromise between limited regulator knowledge and need to achieve better consumer outcomes. Again, future research may be desirable, for example on the likely response of firms to the introduction of a policy based on this.
The results of our experiment can inform practical policy measures being proposed. For example, in the context of the U.K. consumer energy market, Ofgem (2011) proposed two types of tariffs, standard tariffs of which each company can have only three, and non-standard tariffs, which are of unlimited number but with automatic default to a standard tariff.
According to these proposals, Ofgem would determine a standing charge plus require firms to 55 Cronqvist and Thaler (2004) discuss the Swedish experience of encouraging active decisions for retirement plans, a policy that backfired and was abandoned in the light of suboptimal choices being made as a result. 56 While giving the freedom to make suboptimal choices in our environment may not seem to make sense, it could be justified in a number of ways: (a) it avoids a traditional paternalistic solution of forcing consumers to make a choice; (b) it enables competition among multiple firms rather than creating a regulated monopolist; (c) real world consumers are heterogeneous in preferences and may, e.g., care about non price dimension of real world tariffs (e.g., 'green' energy based), and, if they do, in a 'smart nudge' environment, they would still be able to act on this preference from switching from the automatically determined default choice.
fix a single unit price on top of it. While attempting to tackle complexity, apart from requiring Ofgem to set prices, there is a question mark on the effectiveness of these measures as there would still be a large number of tariffs, including complex tariffs, that subjects would need to negotiate, and the defaulting to potentially expensive standard tariffs after a fixed term would not be picked up by online search engine. Ofgem's (2012) more recent proposals require all tariffs to be of the form of a standing charge and unit price (both determined by firms), which would make them complex from our viewpoint though Ofgem thinks of them as a simplification. However, even if we believed that these measures would be successful in tackling complexity issues, we would still expect significant suboptimal consumer outcomes as inattentive consumers stick to suboptimal defaults.
A crucial issue from a policy viewpoint is therefore to consider how to raise consumer attention or otherwise deal with consumer inattention. David Cameron's suggestion of giving customers the cheapest tariff offered by each firm (BBC, 2012) could be considered as a 'smart nudge' in the sense that it could be interpreted as each company being required to give their best tariff as default one to consumers. A key problem with it though is that it is not clear what incentive it would give to firms to provide lower tariffs, and in this sense it would risk soften the competition rather than making it tougher (Waddams, 2012) . Our 'smart nudge' proposal is more radical and would rely on the concept of market's cheapest deal that is being developed by Ofgem (2012) . While obviously further research is needed to evaluate its competitive effect and company costs that may be passed on to consumers, it would create a significant incentive for firms to undercut each other insofar as this would enable them to take business from competitors. 
Methodological issues
It is worth concluding this section by taking stock of three methodological issues that our experiments raise. First, they presented different methods of identifying experimental complexity and we saw that their effect is different, with bundling of two tariffs presenting 57 Note that consumers would, of course, retain the freedom to switch to a different tariff. While this is unequivocally suboptimal in our BDEA and BDED treatments, it may not be so in the real world, where consumers have a preference for e.g. green tariffs.
very few problems. In evaluating models of complexity or identifying policy recommendations, the devil may lie in the detail of what complexity is being affected.
Second, what we provide is a methodology to study inattention in an experimental setup, based on more or less prominent alternative tasks, which in our view may be usefully applied in entirely different settings where inattention is considered a significant issue. For example, one may argue that the first task that a charity needs to overcome in encouraging giving is to make people pay attention to what it is about; or that, in real effort experiments, one needs to take into account the distractions that alternative task (e.g., browsing the internet) may have.
Third, we do not focus in this paper on whether inattention is rational in the sense that bounded-rational agents would optimally choose to allocate effort in that way (e.g., Sims, 2003; Gabaix, 2011; Woodford, 2012) . 58 However, we note that subjects lost over 6 pounds on average (equivalent to over 9 U.S. dollars) by sticking to the default tariff, which is a significant amount by the standard of the university students that made our sample.
Conversely, they knew they could not earn any money from the alternative task, and, while in the case of internet browsing (our control alternative task) it is possible to argue that subjects may do it as a pastime, this does not look equally plausible with the counting task, which has been used in experiments as a tool to measure psychologically costly real effort (e.g., Abeler et al., 2011); nor do we find any significant difference in performance depending on the nature of the alternative task (Result 6). It is hard to avoid the conclusion that subjects should have paid attention only to the tariffs task, given the sizeable incentives offered in that task and that task only. The fact that the alternative task still induced more suboptimal choices in the way it did at least suggests that the allocation of attention might not always be optimal, which reinforces the policy message of the need to take inattention seriously. Obviously, further research is needed.
Conclusions
58 Cherumkin et al. (2011) try to fit Sims' (2003) rational inattention model to a dataset on risky choice. Goecke et al. (2011) find that, the more expensive information is, the less subjects collect it in a macroeconomic forecasting experiment.
We found that, in markets for services and even in the presence of a search engine, consumers are likely to stick to defaults and achieve suboptimal outcomes. The experiment aimed to unpack two key psychological reasons why they do this -complexity (in terms of non-linearity, number and bundling of tariffs) and consumer inattention. By employing an experimental methodology, we are in a position not only to identify the causal role of different psychological dimensions, but we are also able to test the effectiveness of policies designed to improve consumer outcomes. Our experiment, and our tariffs, are inspired by stylized features of UK electricity and gas markets, but the lessons we draw are likely to be more general, as both underlying features (such as non-linear tariffs and the presence of defaults) and psychological mechanisms are obviously more general.
Task complexity matters. In our experiment, this is a function of product bundling, tariff complexity and of number of tariffs. However, in the presence of a default tariff and of consumer inattention, markets are affected by large amounts of consumer inertia. Similarly, providing a warning on the existence of a better tariff does not improve outcomes when inattention is a problem, though further research is needed to look at alternative warning messages that one can provide. The reason why reducing complexity of the task solves the consumer inertia problem only partially is because subjects do not pay enough attention to the task in the first place and as a result just stick to the default.
A 'smart nudge' policy of automatically switching default tariffs was a pragmatic and effective policy solution in our experiment to obtain better consumer outcomes. This policy solution is in the same spirit, but more radical than, the one suggested by David Cameron in the context of the U.K. energy market, and, while further research is needed, it is likely to create a greater competitive pressure than the latter. It automatically changes default tariffs to the optimal one in a given time period, and by doing so it exploits inattention-based consumer inertia to achieve better consumer outcomes while leaving consumers free to choose an alternative tariff if so they wish. 
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